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lower down the people dip out their water for cooking,
washing and drinking. It is well known that several epi-
demics in several cities have started in just this way
from sporadic, imported cases, and it is no wonder that
the disease spreads through the cities like wild fire. Cou-
pled with the fanatical belief of ignorant people that
the government doctors regularly give the sufferers
medicine in order to let them die easily, or even to put
them out of the way so as to prevent the spread of the
infection, and also coupled with the fatalism that "all
things are from GodM and "if they will die they will
die," that "their time has come and nothing can avert
it, no medicine or other treatment," one can readily see
the difficulties the medical profession encounters in fight-
ing a cholera epidemic. Again, it used to be the practice
for all native doctors to clear out of town when there was
cholera, to have "urgent business" in the mountains
or in a distant city. Now, thanks to the teaching and
example of the professors of the American University at
Beirut, that day has passed. But the "yellow wind," as
the disease is called in Arabic, is the greatest terror in the
land. Nothing equals it in its effect on the minds of the
people; and I think they are right, when one considers its
sudden and terrible attack and frightful mortality.
Among the epidemic diseases of childhood, measles
prevails in recurring waves, but does not seem to be as
severe nor followed by pulmonary complications, such
as bronchopnetononiar as often happens in, America.
But whooping-cough often follows in its train, and, as
in America, few escape this troublesome malady.
One of the great terrors in America is absent from the
Arab part of old Turkey, though it does prevail in the
mountainous parts of Armenia. I refer to scarlet fever.
In my thirty years' residence in Syria I have seen but one
case of scarlet fever, at the same time that I have seen
over 60,000 cases of skin disease. More than a quarter

